The Programme
The ‘Why Shipping Matters: An Introduction for Schools’ programme was created to provide an insight into shipping for
primary school aged children, specifically those in Key Stage 2. The programme has been designed with a dual purpose:
firstly to begin to build an interest in our shipping industry at an early age and to grow their understanding of its impact
on the UK, and the region these young people live in.
The programme has been carefully developed in consultation with classroom teachers to ensure that it provides real
world learning experiences directly linked to the National Curriculum in English, Science, History, Maths, Art, PE and
Geography. There are 6 lessons that make up the core of the programme, with a further 4 lessons as an extension to the
programme, culminating in an optional trip to one of the recommended locations. Each lesson lasts approximately 60
minutes and they are designed to be taught in sequence over one full school day or as one lesson per week across a
term. A number of topics are covered by each lesson including:
- Trade and commodities;
- Import and Export: Global Trade;
- Vessels and their cargoes they carry;
- Navigation and technology;
- Letter to a Ship and other creative writing; and
- London as a Maritime Port/ The history of maritime Sussex/ etc based on region
Pupils have the opportunity to participate in activities and experiments which will teach them about imports and
exports, how vessels float, different forms of navigation, life on board a ship and the unique maritime history of their
local region or port. As part of their English lesson, they write a letter to a captain, and every pupil receives a personal
postcard back from “Captain James”.
A different approach
The team behind this programme examined why take up of other school targeted initiatives can be challenging, and
developed this programme to have a different approach. We took existing curriculum topics that will already be
scheduled into a teacher’s lesson schedule (for example, learning about magnets), and ‘marinises’ that lesson so the
lesson on magnets now includes the construction of a compass, and explicit teaching about how compasses allow vessels
to navigate around the world. A PE lesson uses a semaphore game, a maths lesson looks at the values of commodities,
an art lesson has pupils creating a collage of a vessel or seascape, and so on.
The other significant change in approach is that all the materials are provided, including worksheets, PowerPoint, lesson
plans and teaching materials to support teachers in the delivery of the content, so it is easy for them to incorporate this
into their teaching schedule without any pre-briefings or training.
Regional element
The history element of the programme highlights local history through a maritime lens. For London schools, the lesson
has six figures from different stages of history talk about how they lived and worked alongside the River Thames, from
the roman soldier to the modern shipbroker. This month the Port of Shoreham are providing the location for the filming
of the Sussex version, which includes a 13th century ship builder, a Celtic sailor, a smuggler, a soldier, fisherwoman, and
modern day fork lift truck driver. The programme roll out will extend to Liverpool, Humber and the North East over the
coming months.

How can you help us?
Spread the word – do you have links to a local school?
Promote our regional teaching – could you help us roll out in your region/ port?
Provide resources – can you supply materials or other support for these boxes?
Contact us at schools@ics.org.uk

020 7357 9722

Regionalising an element within the programme for our coastal communities increases the engagement with pupils and
their local schools, and also builds links between those participating schools and their local ports, maritime museums,
etc. In the Port of Shoreham for example, they will invite all participating schools to visit the port and meet the
harbourmaster as part of the programme.
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